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appeal may not be limited to companies in the same sector; the business pain 

you solve may apply more broadly. Which means more customers for you. 

In Part 5, where you start turning your List into a £350,000 business asset, 

you'll label the individuals on it with up to 33 bits of data that define them. 

While the details they reveal about each prospect can sound startlingly deep, 

many of these labels or descriptors are simple in nature, taken from a few 

unifying factors and common denominators in the five-layer model and others 

you'll learn about between now and then.  

 /// 
 

Because of the way LinkedIn links people and companies together—in all their 

wonderful abundance and complexity—the site is like a scale model of these 

five layers. In other words, it models the economy. Which is why 100 Days uses 

LinkedIn a lot. 

Day 1 is your first step towards understanding how different factors at 

different scales fit together into a larger one.  

 /// 

1.4 THE LINKEDIN NEWSFEED 

Core to the LinkedIn experience is the newsfeed on the home page, the first 

page you see when you log in. In common with other social media, it’s a list of 

stories stretching back in time: articles, posts, and links to other sites, with 

Comments and Likes and conversations you can contribute to. 

Your newsfeed isn’t random. It’s built from a number of factors, including the 

Companies and People you Follow, the Groups you belong to, your professional 

skills and areas of interest on your Profile, and broader audience metrics like 

how popular an article is.  

More on the algorithms that define your newsfeed on Day 22. For now, just 

understand that your newsfeed is one of the best ways to stay abreast of the 

information that matters to your market.  

 /// 

1.5 NAVIGATING LINKEDIN 

LinkedIn is a broad and deep web application, but it’s easy to get around. Since 

it’s a large part of your next 100 days, let’s take a look at its main areas. The 

main navigation bar is how you get around. Its links include your Profile, 

Home, Network, Jobs, Messaging, Notifications, Me, and Work, plus an 

Advertising tool. Head for linkedin.com and take a look now.  
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Figure 9: The LinkedIn navigation bar 

1.5.1 Main navigation: the My Network link 

My Network is where you manage it all. It shows you your Connections and 

invitations, any  Teammates you’ve added, and useful info like who you Follow 

and the Groups you’re in, plus suggestions for people you may know. This last 

is useful for expanding your inner circle; you’ll use it in Part 3. 

Never use Contacts without good reason It’s a blunt instrument that sends 

LinkedIn every email in your address book, including people you’ve had no 

contact with for years. There are far better ways to network than the Add more 

contacts function. 

1.5.2 Main navigation: the Jobs link 

As a budding six-figure freelancer, you don’t want a job. But it’s useful to know 

of companies with open jobs—because they may have roles a freelancer could 

do instead. More on interpreting these clues in Part 3. 

1.5.3 Main navigation: the Messaging link 

Messaging is an Inbox for everything you and your Connections send to each 

other. It’s how you’ll first contact people who interest you on LinkedIn. It’s also 

a quick way to reach the Profiles of people you’ve exchanged messages with. 

1.5.4 Main navigation: the Notifications link 

This tab collects useful information on your activity on LinkedIn. Not just your 

Posts, but also how people reacted—whether they added a Comment or Like—

which count as responses worth following up. It’s a useful source when trawling 

for interesting people. 

1.5.5 Main navigation: the Work link 

The Work tab contains options for LinkedIn’s commercial (often paid-for) 

features: tools for advertisers and recruiters like job posting and advertising, 

plus options for paid subscriptions.  

 
Figure 10: LinkedIn subscription options 
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Nothing in 100 Days, 100 Grand needs a paid subscription, but the Business 

and Sales options may make your post-100 days life easier; you’ll explore them 

on Day 22. The main section of interest to freelancers is Groups, also on Day 

22. Before that, your Profile.  

 /// 

1.6 UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROFILE 

You reach your Profile by clicking your name from the home page / newsfeed. 

Your Profile brings together your professional face on the web with the Posts 

and Comments you make across the site. 

Your Profile, of course, starts with your name. (There’s a 20+40 first and last 

name character limit.) Below it is the goal of Day 1: your sales headline (up to 

220 characters).  

 
Figure 11: The Author's LinkedIn headline 

1.6.1 Understanding your headline 

Your single-sentence profile headline is among the most important things 

you'll write in the next 100 days. You'll write it in the Tasks. It’s not until Day 

8 that you'll start writing or rewriting the rest of your Profile—after all, you 

haven’t worked out who your ideal customers are yet! 

Your headline is important because it sells you. And it’s the only place on 

LinkedIn you'll make an overt sales pitch. LinkedIn is for making contacts and 

networking; spamming your contacts with marketing is just plain rude. 

Take a look at these LinkedIn headlines. If you already have a Profile on 

LinkedIn, your headline probably resembles them. 

• Sales Expert at Norton Clinical 
• Creative Director at Haddon & Hicks 


